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Aspects of Irish Social History: 1750-1800 1969
a fascinating book on irish social history that will be enjoyed by both the student and general
reader written in an accessible style

Aspects of Irish Social History: 1750-1800 1969
social movements and ireland is an innovative new text that aims to provide a comprehensive
introduction and critical analysis of collective action in irish society participation in social
protest in ireland has become a widely utilized form of political expression and has played a
profoundly important role in generating the wide ranging cultural political social and economic
changes that have shaped irish society in the 21st century

Social Change and Everyday Life in Ireland, 1850-1922 2007
forty years ago ireland s emergence as a major force within the european union could hardly have
been imagined how could the country james joyce once described as an old sow that eats her farrow
transform into a technologically savvy playground for the young and wealthy drawing on the
findings of a wide ranging survey conducted in 2002 irish social and political attitudes analyses
the societal changes that have resulted from the unprecedented economic expansion of the 1990s
the first four chapters examine new shifts in social attitudes including an emerging
environmental awareness among the irish people and a growing acceptance of varying gender roles
the last three chapters offer a comprehensive analysis of these social changes as they affect
ireland s political landscape

The Scotch-Irish 1978
this collection offers a multi faceted investigation of the critical issue of the creation and
place of the other in ireland the extraordinarily rapid recent economic development of ireland
has effected a profound transformation in the island s social and cultural life in the process
old verities and assumptions concerning the nature of irish society and culture have been called
into question with a whole variety of new challenges coming to light the developments of the last
two decades have transformed questions of what and who constitutes the other within irish society
but in the process older societal faultlines based on gender disability and religious difference
have not disappeared and historical processes of othering continue to play a critical role in
influencing and moulding the social contours of the new ireland of the twenty first century
drawing on a number of different disciplinary perspectives this collection presents a number of
key analyses of social and cultural practices and policies that reflect anxieties about and
negotiations of these changes examining historical and contemporary representation of fears about
the porousness of national borders the increasing racialization of the irish state through social
and juridical proscriptions and the popular and official narrative of progress

Social Work in Ireland 2005
a social history of women in ireland is an important and overdue book that explores the role and
status of women in ireland from 1870 until 1970 looking at politics sociology marriage patterns
religion education and work among other topics it provides a vital missing piece in the jigsaw of
modern irish history using a combination of primary research and published works a social history
of women in ireland explores the role and status of women in ireland it examines lifestyle
options available to women during this period as well as providing an overview of the forces
working for change within irish society in bringing together a wide ranging portfolio of material
a social history of women in ireland 1870 1970 fills an important gap in the literature of the
period by focusing on the experiences of irish women a group so often overlooked in histories of
revolutionary men and prominent politicians crucial to a determination of the status of women
throughout this period is an examination of the choices available regarding work marriage and
emigration rosemary cullen owens stresses at all times the importance of class and land ownership
as key determinants for women s lives a decrease in home industries allied to increasing
mechanisation on the farm resulted in a contraction of labour opportunities for rural women with
the establishment of an independent farming class the distinguishing criteria for status in rural
ireland became ownership of land in which single minded patriarchal figures dominated in this
context the position of women declined and a society evolved with a high pattern of late age
marriages large numbers of unwed sons and daughters and an accepted pattern of emigration in the
cities and towns the condition of lower working class women was especially distressing for most
of the period with particular problems regarding housing health and sanitation through the work
of campaigning activists equal educational and political rights were eventually attained from the
early 1900s there was some expansion in female employment in shops offices and industry but
domestic service remained a high source of employment for middle class women employment
opportunities were limited and usually disappeared on marriage the civil service a major employer
in an economy that was generally un dynamic and stagnant operated a bar on married women for much
of the period rosemary cullen owens not merely traces these injustices but also the campaigns
fought to right them she locates these struggles in the wider social context in which they took
place this important book restores balance to the narrative of modern irish history changing the
focus from key male political figures to society at large by unveiling the often forgotten story
of the country s women over a tumultuous century of change in doing so rosemary cullen owens
enriches our understanding of irish history from 1870 to 1970 a social history of women in
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ireland table of contents introduction part 1 irishwomen in the nineteenth century a
progressively widening set of objectives the early women s movement developments in female
education faith and philanthropy women and religion part 2 a new century action and reaction
radical suffrage campaign feminism and nationalism pacifism militarism and republicanism part 3
marriage motherhood and work the social and economic role of women in post famine ireland trade
unions and irish women women and work part 4 women in the new irish state the quest for equal
citizenship 1922 1938 the politicisation of women mid twentieth century epilogue a woman s world

Irish Social Services 1993
when the first edition of irish social policy was published in 2009 ireland s enduring economic
crisis was only beginning to emerge in the time since nearly all areas of irish social policy
have been significantly affected as policy makers have sought to combat the numerous multifaceted
social challenges posed by ireland s economic downfall retaining the first edition s original
structure and the same highly accessible style this second edition of irish social policy is
fully updated and revised to reflect these dramatic shifts needs and risks associated with
recession and economic precarity have escalated while social services have simultaneously been
forced to cope with significant cutbacks and restructuring changes in the landscape of policy
making processes and policy drivers are also occurring as are shifts in the politics and ideas
underpinning ireland s social policy particularly timely in light of these ongoing changes this
imperative book offers a comprehensive and in depth introduction to social policy in the evolving
ireland of today

Social Movements and Ireland 2006
this text plots the political and legal evolution and trends of the welfare system in ireland it
highlights the changes to the appeals structure and impact of the european union with particular
reference to harmonisation and the elimination of sexual discrimination

Irish Economic and Social History 1993
this study challenges traditional notions of the formation of irish social policy which cast the
process in terms of a progression from barbarism to enlightenment it identifies and uses working
class sources where they are available as well as the views of the ruling elite the first three
chapters deal with the colonial period from 1600 1922 the last four chapters address social
policy in post independence ireland including the welfare system as experienced by the poor right
up to 1990

Irish Social and Political Attitudes 2006
delving into the folk history found in ireland s oral traditions this work reveals alternate
visions of the irish past and brings into focus the vernacular histories folk commemorative
practices and negotiations of memory that have gone unnoticed by historians

Facing the Other 2008-12-18
published on the occasion of the exhibition at the national gallery of ireland 18 oct 2006 28 jan
2007 t p verso

A Social History of Women in Ireland, 1870–1970 2005-10-25
a comprehensive overview of contemporary irish society for students of sociology reflecting
recent social and economic changes in irish society new to this edition fully revised and updated
with new sections on work and livelihood economic crisis irish identities power and forecasting
the future more user friendly text with fascinating case studies of aspects of contemporary irish
life data from census 2011 features throughout the text students can link directly to the irish
qualitative data archive to access enhanced learning resources related to the text at iqda ie
content teaching qualitative research examines irish society and sociology before during and
after the celtic tiger years positions ireland sociologically within a global context and
considers key aspects of ireland s changing structures social divisions and cultural forms
written in an accessible and engaging style with a comprehensive bibliography of irish and
international sources suitable for sociology courses in universities and institutes of technology
at both undergraduate and postgraduate level general arts programmes applied social studies
social work and social science courses where sociology is a module a comprehensive overview of
contemporary irish society for students of sociology reflecting recent social and economic
changes and incorporating data from census 2010 new to this edition fully revised and updated
with new sections on risk society work and livelihood obesity celebrity culture and sport more
user friendly text with fascinating case studies of aspects of contemporary irish life examines
irish society and sociology before during and after the celtic tiger years positions ireland
sociologically within a global context and considers key aspects of ireland s changing structures
culture and everyday life written in an accessible and engaging style with a comprehensive
bibliography of irish and international sources
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The American Irish 1966
the seminal history of ireland s most unusual century thoroughly updated for the new millennium

Irish Social Policy 2017-05-31
the book s focus is on the implications for irish social policy of social change including the
need to respond to changes resulting from immigration and shifts within the irish welfare economy
that have created new needs for social care many of the chapters locate irish debates about care
in a broader social policy context this is a companion volume to contemporary irish social policy
and theorising irish social policy

Irish Social Policies ; Priorities for Future Development 1981
a companion volume to irish social policy in context this book presents a comprehensive review of
the range of social policy provision in ireland together with chapters relating to different
categories of consumers of services

The Irish Social Welfare System 1995
focusing on irish speakers in catholic west belfast this ethnography on irish language and
identity explores the complexities of changing and contradictory senses of irishness and shifting
practices of irish culture in the domains of language music dance and sports the author s
theoretical approach to ethnicity and ethnic revivals presents an expanded explanatory framework
for the social re production of ethnicity theorizing the mutual interrelations between
representations and cultural practices regarding their combined capacity to engender ethnic
revivals relevant not only to readers with an interest in the intricacies of the northern irish
situation this book also appeals to a broader readership in anthropology sociology cultural
studies history and political science concerned with the mechanisms behind ethnonational conflict
and the politics of culture and identity in general

The Politics of Irish Social Policy, 1600-1990 1992
when the first edition of irish social policy was published in 2009 ireland s enduring economic
crisis was only beginning to emerge in the time since nearly all areas of irish social policy
have been significantly affected as policy makers have sought to combat the numerous multifaceted
social challenges posed by ireland s economic downfall retaining the first edition s original
structure and the same highly accessible style this second edition of irish social policy is
fully updated and revised to reflect these dramatic shifts needs and risks associated with
recession and economic precarity have escalated while social services have simultaneously been
forced to cope with significant cutbacks and restructuring changes in the landscape of policy
making processes and policy drivers are also occurring as are shifts in the politics and ideas
underpinning ireland s social policy particularly timely in light of these ongoing changes this
imperative book offers a comprehensive and in depth introduction to social policy in the evolving
ireland of today

Ireland 1985
a sociological reader presents up to date research on the changing role of women in irish society
includes contributions by 39 sociologists from all over ireland and offers valuable insights on
women s contemporary lives it is the first such sociological reader to cover ireland both north
and south

A History of the Irish Nation 1876
third edition of this popular comprehensive introduction to all key study areas within applied
social care and social care practice including theoretical approaches practice issues social care
and specific population groups new to this edition international perspectives on social care
practice drawing on experience in ireland europe and north america an update on the social care
professional development project new chapters on therapeutic approaches to social care practice
child protection health promotion and working with juvenile offenders provides a historical
outline of social care in ireland with reference to key institutions legislation and regulations
identifies theoretical bases of social care practice in psychology sociology and social policy
and how these have evolved and developed through the interplay of theory building evidence
gathering policy development and polemical debate examines the fundamental role of self in social
care practice and concepts practices of equality and anti oppressive practice focuses on key
practice issues including student placement workplace supervision multidisciplinary teamworking
and responding to challenging behaviour examines social care practice with particular social and
demographic groups young people older people the homeless those with disabilities the travelling
community and new immigrant communities and identifies the required skills and approaches
associated with this work endorsed by the irish association of social care educators iasce and by
social care ireland sci suitable for students of social care applied social studies at degree and
honours degree level
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Remembering the Year of the French 2007
terence brown juxtaposes such key topics as nationalism industrialization religion language
revival and censorship with his assessments of the major literary and artistic advances to give
us a lively and perceptive view of the irish past in the first two parts he analyzes the ideas
images and symbols that provided the irish people with part of their sense of national identity
he considers in part three how these conceptions and aspirations fared in the new social order
that evolved following the economic revival of the early 1960s

A Time and a Place 2006
this book provides a short introduction to the emergence and development of sociology in ireland
until the present day the institutionalization of the discipline came relatively late as it
remained under the control of the catholic church however since the 1970s sociology has witnessed
periods of considerable growth and professionalization

The American Irish 1974
arguing that social movements can be explained and understood only in a comparative historical
perspective and not in terms of immediate social or political conditions the author identifies
the causes of the land war in the evolution of social structure and collective action in the
irish countryside over the course of the nineteenth century originally published in 1979 the
princeton legacy library uses the latest print on demand technology to again make available
previously out of print books from the distinguished backlist of princeton university press these
editions preserve the original texts of these important books while presenting them in durable
paperback and hardcover editions the goal of the princeton legacy library is to vastly increase
access to the rich scholarly heritage found in the thousands of books published by princeton
university press since its founding in 1905

A Sociology of Ireland 2012-08-31
this book offers an analysis of social security in ireland from 1981 to 2016 a period of immense
economic and social change during which social provisions such as pensions and family benefits
were downsized or diluted in many countries it considers whether this important area of welfare
state provision in ireland changed and the extent and pattern of change in the first in depth
account of this aspect of social policy in ireland the book sets the welfare state in a
historical and comparative context and reviews the impact of globalisation politics and the
financial crash on the scope and generosity of social security the book will be of particular
interest to scholars of welfare state politics and comparative social policy as well as to
students of irish social policy

Ireland: A Social and Cultural History 1922–2001 2011-10-10
this is the first publication to look in detail at the politics and the policies of the
development of the social welfare system in ireland it aims to shed some light on the broader
political history of ireland on the political parties and the key figures of the time in the
1920s through to the 1950s through an examination of one of the country s major social policy
areas

Care and Social Change in the Irish Welfare Economy 2006
this volume represents a significant new stage in irish famine scholarship adopting a broad
interdisciplinary approach that includes ground breaking demographical economic cultural and
literary research on poverty poor relief and class relations during one of europe s most
devastating food crises

Ireland 1981
links the growth of the commodity culture to development of mass produced goods spread of urban
rail and tram systems and expansion of the middle class in ireland between the famine and the
1916 rising charts changing conceptions of shopping as a social or political practice and
experiences of dublin shop workers

Contemporary Irish Social Policy 1999
this book sets out an invaluable critique of racism in irish society

Aspects of Irish Social History, 1750-1800 : Documents
2013-04-30
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Irish/ness Is All Around Us 2017-05-31

Irish Social Policy 1997

Women and Irish Society 2013-08-23

Applied Social Care 1985

Ireland 1974

Peadar O'Donnell 2014-12-10

Sociology in Ireland 2014-07-14

Social Origins of the Irish Land War 2018-10-04

Continuity and Change in the Welfare State 2003

The Birth of Social Welfare in Ireland, 1922-52 2019

The Great Irish Famine and Social Class 2010

Commodity Culture and Social Class in Dublin 1850-1916 2002

Racism and Social Change in the Republic of Ireland
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